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Water Supply Network Project in center of Bamyan Province. Somar Village

The Procurement Directorate of Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD) now invites for sealed bids from eligible bidders for the Water Supply Network Project in center of Bamyan Province, Somar Village. Intends to apply parts of the proceeds of this allotment to the water supply network project in center of Bamyan Province, Somar Village

The Procurement Directorate of MRRD now invites for sealed bids from eligible bidders for the Water Supply Network Project in center of Bamyan Province, Somar Village

The Procurement Directorate of Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD) intends to apply part of its budget towards the cost of Water Supply Network Project in center of Bamyan Province, Somar Village

The Procurement Directorate of Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD) now invites for sealed bids from eligible bidders for the Water Supply Network Project in center of Bamyan Province, Somar Village